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Nick Stehly

“And this is the forbidden truth, the unspeakable taboo—
that evil is not always repellent but frequently attractive;
that it has the power to make of us not simply victims,
as nature and accident do, but active accomplices.”
~Joyce Carol Oates
“There is nothing that can be changed
more completely than human nature when the job
is taken in hand early enough.”
~George Bernard Shaw

T

he sun rises in the morning and you drive out to the
several bird traps placed in the Santa Clara River
Bed that harbor a group of Brown-headed Cowbirds
(Molothrus ater). Upon arriving at the first of six wire
traps with wood outlines, you set your supplies outside
a locked panel suspended by metal hinges. You unlock
the master lock to the opening which barely lets you
through, forcing you to a hunched position with a
handnet, a black-and-white data sheet, some fresh water,
and a smaller cage. With the goal of tallying each male/
female/juvenile down on a little paper chart, each with
an abbreviation particular to the bird such as BHCO,
for the Brown-headed Cowbird, or CATO, for the
California Towhee (Melozone crissalis). These four-letter
representations of the entire species are the Alpha Codes
in accordance with the Institute for Bird Populations, an
organization whose mission involves “enabling sciencebased conservation of species and habitats via a study
on demography, abundance and ecology of birds and
other wildlife.” You, the trap technician, are the physical
embodiment of the organization, an active member
in the challenges of conservation. Your daily actions
function as the hands. You serve as its face. Today you
see that there are more than the target birds flapping
their wings from one end of the trap to the other.
Attempting to maneuver your handnet in a figure
eight pattern, to predict the ricochet of a particularly
wise California Towhee, you see that you have company.
A curious child is standing about twelve feet away,
his gaze fixed on you and your net with confusion
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and wonder. You remove the headphones, which were
playing a lecture about the metaphysical implications
of object-orientated ontology (OOO) by American
philosopher Graham Harman, just in time to hear,
“What are you doing and why?”
The child murmurs to you without even a greeting.
“I am capturing these California Towhees [you point
to the tanish brownish birds] to let them go free from this
trap, all the while, keeping these Brown-headed Cowbirds
[pointing to the darker brownish birds] in the trap to be
eventually moved to a storage pen as part of an attempt
to manage invasive species in this area.” The child, who
was evidently paying attention, asks you to elaborate on
the term “invasive species” as well as explain just how
and why one species differs from the other. You take a
moment to think of the best ways to explain the how’s
and the why’s of your invasive species removal so as to
convey the message in a positive manner. A stern believer
in conservation, you would like to inspire the youth.
For explanation of the “how,” you have a multitude
of methods to communicate the modern ecological
concept behind a “species.” Biologically speaking, a
species is “a group of organisms that share a genetic
heritage, are able to interbreed, and to create offspring
that are also fertile” (Editors 2016). If you wanted to
drown the little one in biological terminology, you
could explain that cowbirds reproduce through avian
brood parasitism which means “the laying of one’s eggs
in the nest of another individual,” granting the cowbird
more time to lay “eggs in nests of over 220 species of
birds, and over 140 of those are known to have raised
young cowbird” (Croston 2010). Bird populations such
as the endangered Southwestern Willow Flycatcher
(Empidonax traillii extimus) experience the “costs of
parasitism [which] range from diminished nestling
growth rate due to competition with larger and more
competitive parasitic offspring to total loss of breeding
by the abandonment of parasitized broods and the
eviction of all host eggs by the early-hatching parasites”
(Croston 2010). California’s riparian songbirds face
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Despite All Their Rage: Brown-headed Cowbirds discover it’s a trap.

cowbird parasitism is the likely
increasing habitat fragmentation,
biggest factor (besides massive
yet worse is the complete
habitat loss) leading to certain
transformation of their habitat into
species being nearer to extinction.
human infrastructure (such as the
The endangered songbird known as
ever growing concrete connections
Least Bell’s Vireo (Vireo bellii pusillus)
of suburbia).
was reported to make a comeback
A geographic stand on the
around the regions of riparian near
question of “how invasive species?”
managed traps, as
might relate that
cowbird control is
invasive species
This thing-in-itself
considered necessary
exist within a
is not accessible
until a decrease in
landscape that,
to science or reason,
the number of brood
once shaped by
but fractions
parasitism allows
and suited for
of the good/true/
for native species to
native species,
beautiful
are
accessible
reestablish their niche
they changed
through aesthetics
and actually rise in
to meet their
and experience.
numbers (Griffith &
needs. Or you
Griffith 2000). The
could list the
increase in cowbird populations
statistical surveys that correlate the
is now associated with a loss of
intensive removal of cowbirds with
overall biodiversity, especially
an increased number of endemic
in nest builders whose habitat is
species witnessed by ornithologists.
already destroyed yearly for human
A conservation study done by
infrastructure projects, further
Griffith Biology in the late 1980s
weakening the endemic ripariannear Camp Pendleton found that
https://digitalcommons.humboldt.edu/humboldtgeographic/vol2/iss1/27
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bound songbirds’ chance at raising
successful offspring of their own.
If feeling a bit artistic, you
would respond in a poem to help the
child remember. Something like this:
This is how cowbirds are a pest,
Cowbirds wastes no time on a nest,
Why waste the energy like the rest,
When Least Bell’s Vireos do it best.
These explanations are “how
species differs from another one.”
Turn now to the “why?” and try
answering in a manner pleasing
to younger ears. Potential answers
to the question “why do anything
about it?” are often a bit broader,
as they involve a bit of axiology, the
study of value, ethics, aesthetics,
and philosophy. If human beings
exist inside what is considered the
natural world, then perhaps nonnative species spread by humans
are just by-products of the humannature interactions? Ned Hettinger
(2012), a retired professor and
philosopher, elaborates on a defense
for the apathy towards non-native/
exotic/alien:
Native species are those that
have significantly adapted/
interacted with local biota
and abiota. Non-natives are
increasingly pervasive, their
presence indicative of and
caused by massively increased
human global impact…
Preference for natives need
not be based on prejudicial
dislike of the foreign or
misconceived ideas about the
nature of natural systems...
The generalized antipathy
toward non-natives is justified
2
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by respect for independent
nature, for the vast majority
of non-natives are introduced
by humans and thus are part
of the ever-increasing and
arrogant human domination
of once natural dimensions of
earth… [Non-natives/invasive
species have a] negative impact
on biodiversity and their
tendency to homogenize the
world’s ecological assemblages.
Hettinger defends the
biological nativist perspective
while acknowledging criticism that
some excotic species can naturalize
over time as they interact with
the region’s ecosystem. With an
environmental knowledge founded
in deep respect for nature, this
environmental philosopher argues
for nature’s aesthetic value alone as
a reason to attempt conservation.
Any sort of non-native species
removal act can be seen with a
sense of appreciation for human
agency in the pursuit of a natural
aesthetics of a balanced ecosystem.
Hettinger cites a paper published
in Nature, titled “Don’t Judge a
Species on Its Origins,” that outlines
the concerns of 20 ecologists.
This group describes how in the
actions of conservation one must
“assess organisms on environmental
impact rather than on whether
they are natives” (Davis et al.
2011). In aesthetic protectionism,
natural ecosystems are thought of
as worth protecting and preserving
for aesthetic appreciation as
a significant justification for
environmental protection. It is at

this moment you remember objectorientated ontology (OOO) for its
stance against anthropocentrism
(human beings are the most
important entity) as well its
metaphysics of ecological equality of
an object (meaning that an external
world exists independently of human
awareness).
In the ambitiously titled ObjectOriented Ontology: A New Theory of
Everything, Harmon lays out seven
axioms of his philosophy:
(1) All objects must be given
equal attention, whether
they be human, non-human,
natural, cultural, real or
fictional. (2) Objects are not
identical with their properties,
but have a tense relationship
with those properties, and
this tension is responsible for
all of the change that occurs
in the world. (3) Objects
come to just two kinds: real
objects exist whether or not
they currently affect anything
else, while sensual objects
exist only in relation to some
real object. (4) Real objects
cannot relate to one another
directly, but only indirectly,
by means of a sensual object.
(5) The properties of objects
also come into just two kinds:
again, real and sensual. (6)
These two kinds of objects
and two kind of qualities lead
to four permutations, which
OOO treats as the root of
time and space, as well as two
closely related terms known
as essence or eidos. (7) Finally,
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OOO holds that philosophy
generally has a closer
relationship with aesthetics
than with mathematics or
natural science.
In Harman’s explanation, OOO
is a flat ontological theory that
grants the balance between scientific
naturalism and social relativism.
Objects are not understood as simple
bundles of qualities or clusters
of human perception. Harmon is
more curious about the “being of
objects.” Immanual Kant has been
canonized in Western Philosophy
for his ethics, such as the categorical
imperative that one should act in
respect for other beings’ humanity,
while offering the maxim that you
can “act only in accordance with
that maxim through which you can
at the same time will that it become
a universal law.” Harmon argues,
however, that the most significant
concept (or the most overlooked) of
Kantian philosophy is the idea of the
thing-in-itself: an object that escapes
the phenomena and exists in the
nomena, without human perceptions
or concepts to distort it. This thingin-itself is not accessible to science
or reason, but fractions of the good/
true/beautiful are accessible through
aesthetics and experience.
Object-oriented ontology shares
a branch with the school of thought
known as speculative realism. The
philosophy of OOO offers a way
of looking at all the objects of the
world, including ourselves, that
is not human centered. Harmon
offers another differing perspective
on what knowledge can say about
3
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anything in this world. He sees two ways knowledge describes an
object, with reductionist problems associated with each:
(1) There is the description of what something does
to explain what it is, and
(2) there is the description of what something is made of.
Object-oriented ontology exploits speculative realism,
attempting to bring something new to the philosophy community
by decentering humans and identifying the reality within objectobject relations. Explaining the need for non-native (“exotic” or
“alien”) species removal, OOO would not focus on the relations
found between humans and birds. Take the relationships between
the two birds and their abbreviations: the Brownheaded Cowbird
(BHCO) and the California Towhee (CATO). BHCO is not the
actual Molothrus ater, but merely a mental model of an object
that externally exists to the relation. OOO points out that most
knowledge is sensual and cannot fully grasp the “withdrawn” object.
As an example, Harmon describes a geographer. The
geographer understands a three-dimensional globe would
be a better model for surface relationships of Earth, but to
perfectly relate the three-dimensional world on two-dimensional
paper is impossible (especially on local or regional scales).
As cartographers, we accept distortion with an overarching
goal of minimizing distortion in the region of focus to “be
proud of detail, accuracy, and clarity of their final product”
(Harmon 2018). This is the same sentiment behind OOO. The
acknowledgement for both the real and sensual objects is like a
geographer knowing that an aesthetically pleasing map is only
a relation to Earth-in-itself. In this manner, the BHCO is not
directly invasive, but the relationary systems of language and
science. bestow this quality on these birds in California in an
attempt to relate a certain kind of knowledge.
While explaining the nature of species removal to a child,
perhaps you should include the many relations that the object
(specific species) has with other objects. The second-person
narrative has been employed in this to show that such works
of fiction are also objects. Second-person narration also helps
readers keep in mind where their knowledge (system of relations)
originates. OOO allows for aesthetics to be related to ecosystems,
as aesthetic protectionism explains there is value in a nonhumanized natural realm. OOO convinces humans to dethrone
themselves from the top of the ontological hierarchy and consider
other object relations. Now you are tasked with making this
message digestible and manageable to future generations.
https://digitalcommons.humboldt.edu/humboldtgeographic/vol2/iss1/27
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